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Abstract: The infrared search and track system (IRST) is a type of special electrical optical (EO) system
that can be used in various scenarios to fulfill situation awareness, reconnaissance, and tracking of
targets. We proposed a homogeneous coordinate transformation method to analyze the residual
image wandering induced by the rotation of the scanning platform and the compensation fast steering
mirror and help with the commonly trivial selection of the telescope magnification and the objective
focal length. The analysis and simulation are carried out with specified IRST optics, which adopt a
640 × 512 array and 15 µm pitch detector, in a focal range of 60 mm~360 mm, and a scan speed of
360◦/s to 60 ◦/s at 50 fps, and optical specifications are determined further. The presented optical
system, with only three kinds of common infrared materials, works at 3.7 µm~4.8 µm, demonstrates
good image performance and tolerance characteristics, and shows potential in manufacturing. Also,
the resulting image wandering of 8 µm, less than a 0.6-pixel size, at an integral time of 16 ms, proves
the correctness of the method and makes the scheme of considerable interest for electrical optical
systems.

Keywords: infrared search and track; lens design; optical system; optoelectronic system

1. Introduction

Infrared search and track (IRST) systems are widely used in various areas, such as
security monitoring, situation awareness, target detection, etc. [1–3]. However, to deal
with the image wandering induced by the 360◦/s or faster scan speed and avoid image
deformation and blur, a fast steering mirror (FSM) is employed to stabilize the image
boresight [4–6]. The problem will become more complicated once zoom or a changeable
field of view (FOV) is required [7]. A special kind of cascaded optics, which has an afocal
zoom telescope with an external exit pupil, an imaging objective with an external entrance
pupil, and an FSM set at the location of the inner pupil, can be used to meet a long focal
length and variable magnification and solve the aforementioned problem [8–12]. Therefore,
the design of such IRST to realize small image wandering comes into consideration.

Recent work mostly focuses on the design results and applications of IRST. In particu-
lar, the trivial selection of the telescope magnification and the objective focal length make
the design work very time-consuming. Also, the residual image wandering and relevant
optical design methods are rarely mentioned. Kawachi pointed out the image motion issue
of the oblique frame camera and provided a geometrical approximate analysis [13]. Wang
and Yan introduced the coordinate transformation method to calculate the image motion
in remote and aerospace camera systems [14]; this method has also been used by Chen
et al. and Sun et al. to investigate the servo control system design [15,16]. Cook, Nouguès
et al., Van et al. and many other researchers proposed serval different kinds of imaging
optical systems for IRST, but no descriptions of residual image wandering were given or
discussed [17–22]. Moreover, Fu et al. tried to use a field lens with a freeform surface to
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address the non-rotationally symmetric image wandering problem in a specific optical
system [23].

In this paper, we propose a homogeneous coordinate transformation method to ana-
lyze the residual image wandering induced by the rotation of the scanning platform and the
FSM. The method can help designers complete the selection of telescope magnification and
objective focal length promptly during the evaluation stage and improve the efficiency and
convenience of the design process. In Section 2, we established a homogeneous coordinate
transformation imaging model with telescope magnification, lens power, object distance,
rotation speed, etc. Residual image wandering with different combinations of magnification
and FOV is analyzed and discussed in Section 3. A specified zoom IRST optical system and
its design results, analysis, performance, and manufacturability are presented in Section 4,
and the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Homogeneous Coordinate Transformation in IRST

The method of homogeneous coordinate transformation is adopted in this section.
Different from the model mentioned in the aforementioned papers, in which the optical
system and its action matrix are considered as a whole in order to estimate the image
motion of the IRST system [13–16], we divide the IRST optics into several parts to analyze
the residual image wandering caused by projection transformation after image motion
compensation by FSM. The position relationship and the imaging characteristics of each
optical element are described by the matrix, and the transformation relationship from the
object to the image is established by the matrix operation [14]. In this paper, all moving
bodies are assumed to be rigid bodies, and all coordinate systems are right-handed.

2.1. Establishment of Coordinate System

As shown in Figure 1, a typical IRST is taken as an example, which has an afocal zoom
telescope with an external exit pupil, an imaging objective with an external entrance pupil,
and an FSM set at the location of the inner pupil. When working in searching mode, the
imaging system is mounted on the gyro-stabilized platform and rotates at a certain angular
velocity ωscan. In the meantime, FSM rotates accordingly at an angular velocity ωFSM
to compensate for the transverse image wandering and helps obtain a high-resolution
target image.
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The dynamic coordinate system of each optical element in the image system and the
target should be established first, and the homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix
of adjacent coordinate systems should be worked out successively. The establishment rules
of each coordinate system are as follows (along the direction of light propagation):
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Cimg: Image plane coordinate system. The center point of the image plane is taken as
the origin, the outside normal line of the image plane is Z-axis forward, and the direction
parallel to the rotation axis of the scanning platform is Y-axis forward.

Cobj: The imaging objective coordinate system is established by taking the main point
of the image side of the lens set as the origin, the direction pointing to the object along the
optical axis is Z-axis forward, and the direction parallel to the rotation axis of the scanning
platform is Y-axis forward.

CFM: The folding mirror coordinate system. With the intersection point of the optical
axis and the folding mirror as the origin, when it is in its initial 45◦ tilted state, the outer
normal line of the mirror is Z-axis forward, and the direction parallel to the rotation axis of
the scanning platform is Y-axis forward.

CFSM: The FSM coordinate system. Taking the intersection point of the optical axis
and the fast steering mirror (FSM) as the origin, when it is tilted by 45◦, the outer normal
line of the mirror is Z-axis forward, and the direction parallel to the rotation axis of the
scanning platform is Y-axis forward.

Ctele: The coordinate system of the afocal telescope system. The right-handed coordi-
nates are set up on the image principal point of the telescope, the direction pointing to the
object along the optical axis as the Z-axis forward direction and the direction parallel to the
rotation axis of the scanning platform as the Y-axis forward direction.

Cs: The platform coordinate system. Taking the intersection point of the platform
rotation axis and the optical axis of the IRST as the origin, the direction of the optical axis
is Z-axis forward, and the direction parallel to the scanning platform rotation axis and
upward is Y-axis forward.

Ct: The target coordinate system. The intersection of the IRST optical axis and the
target surface is token as the origin, the direction pointing to the optical axis is Z-axis
positive, and the direction parallel to the rotation axis of the scanning platform is Y-axis
positive.

2.2. Imaging Model under Static Condition

In the static case, the object coordinates in the target coordinate system are

X0 =


x0
y0
z0
1

 (1)

The transform matrix from target coordinates to platform coordinates is

Ts =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 R
0 0 0 1

 (2)

where R denotes the distance between the target coordinates and the platform coordinates.
The transform matrix from the platform to the telescope is

TTM1 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 l1
0 0 0 1

 (3)
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where li, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is the distance between different coordinates. The action matrix of the
afocal telescope is calculated as follows:

Ttele =


m 0 0 0
0 m 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (4)

where the angular magnification of the telescope is denoted by m. Numerically, in an IRST
system, m = θout

θin
, as θout represents the emergence angle of refraction or reflection, and θin

declares the angle of incidence.
The transform matrix from the telescope to the FSM is

TTM2 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 l2
0 0 0 1

 (5)

The action matrix of FSM is calculated as follows:

TFSM = 1− 2NFSMNT
FSM =


1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 (6)

where NFSM is the normal vector of the FSM in the platform coordinates.
The translation matrix from the FSM to the FM is calculated as follows:

TTM3 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 l3
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (7)

The action matrix of FM is calculated as follows:

TFM = 1− 2NFMNT
FM =


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 (8)

The transform matrix from the FM to the object lens is

TTM4 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 l4
0 0 0 1

 (9)

where NFM is the normal vector of the folding mirror in the platform coordinate system.
The action matrix of the imaging objective is calculated as follows:

Tobj =


−

f ′obj
R 0 0 0

0 −
f ′obj
R 0 0

0 0 −
f ′obj

R− f ′obj
0

0 0 0 1

 (10)

where f ′obj represents the objective focal length.
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The action matrix from the imaging objective coordinate system to the image plane
coordinate system is calculated as follows:

Timg =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 f ′obj
0 0 0 1

 (11)

The image location in the image plane coordinate system is calculated as follows:

Xi =


xi
yi
zi
1

 (12)

Therefore, under the static condition, the imaging model can be written as

Xi = TimgTobjTTM4TFMTTM3TFSMTTM2TteleTTM1TpX0 (13)

Thus, we acquire the position of the image in the image coordinate system.

2.3. Imaging Model under Dynamic Condition

The rotation of the platform and the FSM will lead to a change in the transform matrix
between the object and image coordinate systems. When operating at a specified FOV, all
components except the FSM in the IRST are fixedly located inside the platform, and their
transform matrix is invariant.

If the platform rotates around the y-axis of its own coordinate system Cp at the angular
velocity of ωscan after a certain integration time t, then the perturbation matrix of the
platform coordinates is

Gp =


cos(ωscan·t) 0 −sin(ωscan·t) 0

0 1 0 0
sin(ωscan·t) 0 cos(ωscan·t) 0

0 0 0 1

 (14)

The transform matrix from the target coordinates to the platform coordinates becomes

T′p = GpTp (15)

Similarly, the FSM rotates around the y-axis of the FSM coordinates CFSM at the
angular velocity of ωFSM. With an integration time of t, the perturbation matrix for the
FSM coordinates is calculated as follows:

GFSM =


cos(ωFSM·t) 0 −sin(ωFSM·t) 0

0 1 0 0
sin(ωFSM·t) 0 cos(ωFSM·t) 0

0 0 0 1

 (16)

Hence, the transform matrix from the telescope coordinates to the FSM coordinates
becomes

T′FSM = GFSMTFSMGT
FSM (17)

Therefore, the imaging model considering the dynamic rotation of IRST is

X′i = TimgTobjTTM4TFMTTM3GFSMTFSMGT
FSMTTM2TteleGpTTM1TpXo (18)
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Generally, R is much larger than l1, l2, l3, and l4, and the approximations of TTM1 =
TTM2 = TTM3 = TTM4 = E can be made, where E is the unit matrix. The imaging model can
be rewritten as

X′i = TimgTobjTFMGFSMTFSMGT
FSMTteleGpTpXo (19)

According to Equation (19), we can substitute the IRST requirements of object distance,
rotation speed of platform, focal length, angular magnification, and integral time into
the above model to help us obtain the image position and orientation on the focal plane.
And the results will demonstrate the dynamic variation in the image wandering as well.
Researchers and designers can use the variations to determine the telescope magnification
and objective focal length promptly during the evaluation stage.

3. Image Wandering Analysis of an IRST

To meet the specified requirements of IRST, we analyzed the change in image wander-
ing and the influence of image quality under various magnifications of the telescope. Based
on the mathematical model in Section 2, the selection guide of the telescope magnification
m is given.

3.1. Specifications

The design requirements are summarized in Table 1. In this, a cooled focal plane
array (FPA) with an effective area of 9.6 mm × 7.68 mm and pitch size of 15 µm × 15 µm
is picked, and the total diagonal image size of 12.3 mm is used as the real image height
FOV. The focal length range of 60 mm~360 mm is specified to fulfill infrared searching and
tracking. The relative distortion, modulation transfer function (MTF), dimensions, and
back focal length are restricted accordingly to achieve good imaging quality and compact
size. The working frame frequency of IRST is 50 fps, and the maximum integration time is
about 16 ms. The image wandering was determined to be about 0.6 pitch size.

Table 1. Requirements for a 6× zoom IRST optic.

Parameter Value

Spectral range 3.7 µm~4.8 µm
Effective focal length 60 mm~360 mm

F number 4
FPA array 640 × 512
Pitch size 15 µm

Frame rates 50 fps
Relative distortion ≤5%

MTF ≥0.4 (30 lp/mm at whole FOV)

Scan speed
60◦/s, f ′ = 60 mm

180◦/s, f ′ = 180 mm
360◦/s, f ′ = 360 mm

Back focal length ≥28 mm
Size ≤270 mm × 160 mm × 120 mm

3.2. System Design Considerations

a Effective focal length

IRST is located on a circular sweep platform, and its imaging system consists of a
forward afocal telescope, FSM, and an imaging objective. Paraxially, its effective focal
length f ′IRST can be described as

f ′IRST = f ′OBJ ×mtele (20)

By reasonably allocating the magnification mtele of the telescope and the effective
focal length f ′OBJ of the objective, we can reduce the inertia of FSM, improve its working
bandwidth, and achieve a small volume envelope of the IRST system. Meanwhile, the
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residual image wandering caused by projection transformation can be controlled to ensure
the imaging performance.

b Magnification of the telescope

Different from ordinary telescopes, in which the magnification mtele = tanθout/tanθin,
where θin is the chief ray angle of incidence from verified FOV, and θout is the angle of
emergence. The linearity of the angular magnification needs to be guaranteed in the IRST
system, which means mtele = θout/θin.

c Angular velocity of FSM

For the convenience of servo control, the angular velocities ωscan and ωFSM of the
platform and FSM follow ωFSM = mteleωscan/2 in the angle range of mteleωscan/2× tint,
where tint is the integral time.

d Image wandering

Image wandering affects the image performance directly. Refering to Figure 2, if
we choose the dynamic MTF reduction of up to 0.5 at 30 lp/mm as a design criterion,
maximum image wandering can be determined as a 0.6-pixel pitch.
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3.3. Residual Image Wandering Simulation

Substituting the above conditions and requirements into the mathematical model
in Section 2, the image wandering in the integral process with different magnification
combinations can be obtained. As can be seen, due to the mismatch of projection transfor-
mation relations, image points from different magnifications wander variously. Once the
image shift of 0.6 pitch size within 16 ms is taken as the input of the design threshold, the
magnification of the telescopic system can be determined to be 6 from Figure 3. Therefore,
the effective focal length of the objective can be set as 60 mm.
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What we would like to point out is that the image wandering depends on the integral
time as well. As the thermal radiation from targets varies, the integral time can also be
adjusted automatically to acquire better image wandering performance.

4. Design of the IRST Optics
4.1. Design and Optimization Process

Based on the analysis in Section 3, the specified IRST in Section 3.1 consists of a
6× afocal zoom telescope and imaging objective with a focal length of 60 mm. Both the
individual and combined optical systems are carried out with the Code V 10.6 software.
The merit functions with constraints such as the linearity of the mtele, pupil location and
transverse ray aberrations are built, and the manufacturable limitations for the lens data
and glass materials are also added gradually. After both parts met good performance,
we turned to the further optimization of the combined IRST. With the addition of more
configurations, the maximum image wandering is found and further optimized until the
result meets the performance requirements.

4.2. Design Results

Two different schematics of the resulting 6× IRST optics with an FSM are demonstrated
in Figure 4. The zoom system consists of a 7-singlet 6× zoom afocal telescope and a 3-
singlet objective with a focal length of 60 mm and uses only silicon, germanium, and zinc
sulfide, three kinds of common infrared materials. An envelope within 250 mm × 140 mm
× 95 mm from the outmost lens surface to the focal surface is realized with two folding
mirrors. The largest clear aperture of 91 mm is located on the first component, and the
larger movable element with a semi-diameter of 38 mm can be found to be the second
movable singlet along the direction of light propagation. Also, a focus lens is set to adapt
to different ranges and environments. Furthermore, more fold mirrors could be added to
the optics to achieve a more compact envelope.
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4.3. Cam Curve and Magnification Wandering

Code V macro program is coded to optimize the cam curve and inspect the magnifica-
tion wandering along the entire zoom range [24]. As shown in Figure 5a, the locus gives
out the relation between lens positions and focal length, and the smoothness and continuity
of the curve demonstrate good engineering feasibility. A negligible maximum telescope
magnification wandering in NFOV of 6.46 × 10−8 is presented in Figure 5b, which depicts
the magnification with the change in FOV at mtele = 6.

1 
 

  

(a) Cam curve of the 6× zoom telescope (b) Magnification wandering of the 6× zoom telescope at 𝑚 = 6 
 

Figure 5. The cam curve and magnification wandering of the resulting optics.

4.4. Image Wandering

We also coded a sequence file to analyze the image wandering. A maximal wandering
of 8 µm with an integration time of 16 ms is presented in Figure 6, which depicts the
change in image wandering, with the time of integration at EFL = 60 mm and 360 mm for
different fields of view. The results also consist of the analysis in Section 3.3 and prove the
correctness of the developed imaging model in Section 2. A curious finding is the separation
between two wandering curves for symmetrical FOVs, which is also in accordance with
the mismatch from the projection transformation.
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4.5. Imaging Performance

Modulation transfer function and relative distortion are demonstrated to characterize
the image performance of the 6× zoom optics. Figure 7 shows the MTF of the IRST at the
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wide, middle, and narrow fields of view. As indicated, the MTF values greater than 0.25 at
the Nyquist frequency of 30 lp/mm are well distributed at all fields of view. The relative
distortion of the maximum, −0.48%, −0.18%, and −0.15% at EFL = 60 mm, EFL = 180 mm,
and EFL = 360 mm, are demonstrated in Figure 8. The above two evaluations can prove the
good imaging quality of the resulting zoom lens. It is worth noticing that the performance
can be achieved or improved by applying more lenses or lens materials, and the design in
Figure 4 is just an example to demonstrate the concept.
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4.6. Manufacturability

Various tolerances related to fabrication, mounting, and material property are consid-
ered with the Code V 10.6 software. The tolerances of in- and among-group are adopted in
the evaluation, and the fifth singlet (along light propagate direction) and the focal surface
are chosen as the compensators as well. In-group lenses are mounted in each group barrel,
and groups are integrated to form the IRST. The tolerances with the MTF reduction of 0.1 at
30 lp/mm in NFOV, where the cumulative probability is more than 85%, given in Table 2,
can be used for engineering realization and achieve good performance.

Table 2. Tolerances for the designed IRST optics.

Property Tolerances

Radius ±3 fringe
Center thickness ±0.01 mm

Mounting tolerances
Decentering ±0.01 mm

Tilt ±1′

Integrating tolerances
Decentering ±0.02 mm

Tilt ±1′

Surface tolerances
Decentering ±0.01 mm

Tilt ±1′

Irregularity ±0.3 fringe
Refractive index delta ±0.0003

Abbe number delta ±0.8%

5. Conclusions

A homogeneous coordinate transformation method is proposed in this paper to deal
with the residual image wandering issue in IRST optics. We establish a dynamic imaging
model and present a method to quantize residual image wandering by using the model
with different telescope magnification and integral time; this method can be used to
guide the development of IRST optics and improve the efficiency and convenience of the
design process. Furthermore, a 6× zoom IRST optical system is designed and achieves a
continuous zoom range of 60 mm to 360 mm and image wandering of up to 0.6-pixel pitch
at an integral time of 16 ms. The results consist of the solutions of the developed model,
prove its correctness, and show considerable interest for application in the design of similar
electrical optical systems.

Although the numerical simulation and design of optics yield interesting results, it is
limited by the optical simulation models, many other aspects of a real IRST system, such as
servo control, image processing, and platform jitter are not taken into consideration. The
analysis and treatment of these influencing factors will be important work in the building
process of a real system. A prototype is under construction, and its performance will be
tested and demonstrated in the near future.
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